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Word from the Board...
Sacramento Tamil Mandrum (STM) once again warmly welcomes you to this
great evening of Music and dance…..
The Board members, RaagaLaya Team and Volunteers are certain that you will
have a gala time with an implausible, well-sequenced and well-choreographed
program. We hope you will enjoy this function and give your continuous support to
the Tamil Mandrum.
STM is a non-profit, non-political, non-partisan organization established in 1997
to promote Tamil culture in and around the Sacramento Valley area. The success
behind this organization is that it has adapted to changing times and needs of the
Tamil Community.
We are proud to say here that that our Mandrum functions without any
membership fee for the past nine years because of your dedicated support. The funds
collected by means of entrance fee for this event and generous donations from
various local businesses are the Mandrum’s financial resources to conduct the
programs of the Tamil Mandrum. The Mandrum Treasurer shall keep accurate
records of all financial transactions.
Your suggestions to improve any of the Mandrum functions are most welcome.
Please email your comments to sactotamilmandrum@yahoo.com.
We thank every one of you for your continued support and patronage.

Wishing you all a Happy and a Prosperous New Year 2009.
Now Relax and Enjoy the evening please……
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www.raagalaya.net
RaagaLaya is here to entertain you - period.
Founded in 2006 in the bay area,
RaagaLaya has an exciting ensemble of musical
talents. You can choose to unwind - listening to
our lilting melodies or dance your hearts out - to
our foot-tapping fast numbers.
Our promise is simple - we guarantee as much
fun off-stage for you as we have on-stage.
We RaagaLayans are a bunch of folks
enthusiastic & passionate about music and the
atmosphere when we get together is electrifying
fun.
Our music enthralls both the young at age and
the young at heart.
Which one are you ?

Jaiwant Rangi, MD, FACE
Endocrinology
3106 Ponte Marino, Suite C
Cameron Park, CA 95682
Phone: 530-677-0700
Dr. Jaiwant Rangi is a board certified
endocrinology and internal medicine
physician caring for patients with a wide
range of metabolic and other conditions, most
notably diabetes, thyroid disorders and
osteoporosis. Before coming to El Dorado
County to open her private practice, she
completed residencies and fellowships in
internal medicine and endocrinology at
Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan;
and served as a consultant and associate
physician diplomate in the endocrinology
department at UC Davis Medical Center.
Dr. Rangi is originally from India and earned her undergraduate and
medical degree from Lady Hardinge Medical College in New Delhi, before
moving to the United States in 1999. During her international training, Dr.
Rangi has participated in research and focused on a number of health
issues, including thyroid disorders, kidney problems and cardiovascular
epidemiology.
Throughout her adult life, Dr. Rangi has been active in the community,
promoting health awareness and access both in her native India and in the
United States. She also has received a number of honors and awards. Most
recently she was inducted as a Fellow of American College of
Endocrinology, signifying her attainment of expertise and professionalism
in her field. Dr. Rangi also continues to serve on the volunteer clinical
faculty for UC Davis, teaching medical students and resident physicians
and staying current with ongoing research in her areas of expertise.
In the future, Dr Rangi envisions developing a comprehensive diabetes
center bringing together many specialists and state of the art care for
diabetes patients.
Besides English, Dr. Rangi is fluent in Punjabi, Hindi and Urdu. Married
and a mother of two, Dr. Rangi enjoys painting and outdoor activities such
as hiking.
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Courage
In 1996, she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
In 1999, she received the Congressional Gold Medal of Honor.
In 2005, after she passed away, she became the first woman
in American history to lie in state at the Capitol, an honor
usually reserved for Presidents of the United States.
But on December 1, 1955, she was an unknown seamstress
who refused to give up her bus seat to a white passenger.
Some consider Rosa Parks’ courageous choice to stay seated to be
the beginning of the modern day civil rights movement.
By making a stand against injustice, she was arrested and tried for
civil disobedience. This event sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott
and introduced the nation to Martin Luther King, Jr. In a later
interview, Rosa said that at the moment of her arrest, she did not
have any idea of how the people would react. Yet, through the
power of 10%, her one small decision eventually led to the end of
legal segregation in America. The small things do make a very big
difference.
As we take the first step, we set the wheels of change into motion.
By doing what is right, standing up for our beliefs, and speaking
out, we make the world a better place. Be a light for others so that
they can become inspired to improve the world around them.

Special Fares to Chennai on Catahy Pacific
Airlines

Happy
Holidays

A man and his young wife were in divorce court, but
the custody of their children posed a problem.
The mother leaped to her feet and protested to the
judge that since she brought the children into this
world, she should retain custody of them.

Elephant: “What a scorching sunny day”

The man also wanted custody of his children, so the
judge asked for his justification.
After a long silence, the man slowly rose from his
chair and replied...
"Your Honor, when I put a dollar in a vending
machine and a Coke comes out, does the Coke
belong to me or the machine?"

LINKS
http://www.tamil.net/projectmadurai/

Points to Ponder
In the confrontation between the stream and the rock,
the stream always wins…not through strength but by perseverance.
Never ignore a gut feeling, but also never believe that it's enough.
The ultimate leader is one who is willing to develop people to the
point that they eventually surpass him or her in knowledge and ability
To become a courageous leader, you must realize that
accepting responsibility is not optional – it's mandatory
Don't tell people how to do things, tell them what to do
and let them surprise you with their results.
It's tempting to sit and wait for life to come to you.
But it can't, it's too busy. Life is out there. You have to go for it.
When you sacrifice your integrity, you erode your most precious leadership possession.
It is your attitude, not your aptitude, that determines your altitude.
Whether you realize it or not, you have the power
to be successful by helping others succeed.
Step out of your comfort zone once more each week and create over
50 additional opportunities for excitement, challenge and possibility each year.
This is what life's about.
The great man is he who does not lose his child's heart.
Do something. If it works, do more of it. If it doesn't, do something else.
Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome.
It is better to be a lion for a day than a sheep for all your life.
Do something wonderful, people may imitate it.
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